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Abstract—In this paper, the design of double serially concate-
nated convolutional codes with S-type permutors, i.e., permutors
that provide a nontrivial separation, is considered. Based on a
newly introduced parameter, namely, the so-called symbol span, a
joint design of the outer and inner permutor is presented and its
impact on the minimum distance of the overall code is analyzed.
It is shown that a lower bound on the minimum distance that is
given by the product of the free distances of all three component
codes can be guaranteed. Design tables and simulation results
are presented that include comparisons with single serially con-
catenated convolutional codes. In addition, a comparison with
double/generalized repeat accumulate codes is briefly sketched.

Index Terms—Double serially concatenated convolutional
codes, S-type permutors, serially concatenated convolutional
codes, spreading factor.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, double repeat accumulate codes (DRACs)
and generalized repeat accumulate codes (GRACs)

[2]–[4] have gained in importance as a result of their excel-
lent performance combined with low encoding and decoding
complexity. Both are generated by component encoders and
permutors that are alternately cascaded in a chain, where rate
is only spent on the most outer code. In the case of DRACs,
the outer code is a repetition code and for GRACs it is a
convolutional code. All other codes have a rate of one, i.e., they
are so-called accumulate codes that are generated by memory
one recursive convolutional encoders and do not contribute
any additional redundancy to the codeword. Such codes are, in
fact, very weak when considered by themselves. However, in
such a cascade they lead to excellent performance while saving
decoding complexity due to their simple structure.
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A more general scheme is that of double serially concatenated
convolutional codes (DSCCCs) [5] that was introduced as an ex-
tension of the idea of serially concatenated convolutional codes
(SCCCs) [6]. Compared to single (or conventional) SCCCs, the
encoding of DSCCCs benefits from an additional encoder and
an additional permutor—similar to DRACs and GRACs, but
with an arbitrary rate allocation for the three component codes
and an arbitrary choice for the component encoders themselves.
While most of the results for DRACs and GRACs in the lit-
erature are either ensemble analyses for uniform interleaving,
which give insight into the average performance of these codes,
or computer simulation results for random permutors, we ad-
dress the permutor design problem for DSCCCs, with a goal of
guaranteeing a certain minimum distance for practically rele-
vant block lengths. Related work was recently proposed in [7],
where permutor designs for DRACs are considered. In partic-
ular, for an inner random permutor, an explicit construction for
the outer permutor is given such that the minimum distance
grows linearly with block length. By contrast, in this work we
provide explicit constructions for both inner and outer permu-
tors for the more general class of DSCCCs such that the min-
imum distance is lower bounded by the product of the free dis-
tances of the three component codes.

Based on so-called S-type permutors, i.e., permutors that
provide a nontrivial separation (also known as the spreading
factor [8]), that are known to result in large minimum distances
for single SCCCs, a joint permutor design for DSCCCs is pre-
sented. Specifically, a new permutor parameter, the so-called
symbol span, is introduced that allows an adaptation between
the inner and the outer permutor. Using the symbol span prop-
erties, a construction method for a permutor pair is given which
results in a strong minimum distance lower bound. In addition,
lower bounds on the required outer and inner permutor sizes
and tables which summarize guaranteed minimum distances for
different choices of component codes are presented. Simulation
results that confirm the theoretical results and compare the
performance of DSCCCs with single SCCCs are given. Finally,
a brief comparison with DRACs and GRACs is included.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly intro-
duces the encoding of DSCCCs and some fundamental per-
mutor properties. Then, a joint permutor design is presented and
the distance properties of DSCCCs emerging from such a design
are discussed. Realization aspects are presented in Section III
and design tables are included. In Section IV, simulation results
are shown that include comparisons with single SCCCs. In ad-
dition, DRACs and GRACs are briefly discussed and they are
compared to DSCCCs on the basis of minimum distance bounds
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a double serially concatenated convolutional encoder.

and simulation results. In Section V, we give a short summary
of the main results.

II. ENCODER DESIGN AND MINIMUM-DISTANCE BOUND

Similar to the one permutor in the case of a single SCCC,
for a DSCCC the outer and inner permutors together essentially
determine the distance spectrum and, in particular, the minimum
distance once the component encoders are chosen. Therefore, it
is of particular interest to design the outer and inner permutor
jointly.

In the following, we briefly summarize the encoding of
DSCCCs and the fundamental permutor properties in Sec-
tion II-A. In addition, a new permutor parameter, the so-called
symbol span, is introduced. Then, based on both the symbol
separation and the symbol span, in Section II-B a novel joint
design of the outer and inner permutor is presented and a lower
bound on the minimum distance of a DSCCC with such a
permutor pair is given.

A. Encoder and Permutor Fundamentals

In Fig. 1, the encoding of a DSCCC is shown. The outer rate
, memory convolutional encoder generates the

code sequence from the information sequence of
length , where is a multiple of . The encoding of is
terminated by appending a tail of length . The code se-
quence of length is rearranged by the outer block per-
mutor, which realizes the permutation of length ,
resulting in the input sequence to the middle encoder. The
middle encoder is a recursive systematic convolutional encoder
of rate and memory . Assuming is a mul-
tiple of , the middle encoder is terminated by a tail of length

. Its code sequence of length is then mapped to
the sequence by the inner block permutor, which realizes the
permutation of length . The sequence is fed
to the inner recursive systematic convolutional encoder of rate

and memory , where, assuming is a multiple
of , the inner encoder is terminated by appending sym-
bols. The output sequence of the inner encoder is the length

code sequence of the DSCCC. Hence, its rate is given by

(1)

(2)

where the fractional rate loss due to termination of the compo-
nent encoders is negligible for code dimensions

. Furthermore, and
denote the minimum distances of the outer, middle, and inner
codes, respectively. Note that a similar DSCCC can be gener-
ated using outer, middle, and inner encoders of rate

with subsequent uniform puncturing.

In the following, we recall some basic properties of a per-
mutor and its corresponding permutation , including the
symbol separation (also known as spreading factor [8]), and
introduce the new concept of symbol span.

A permutor is a single-input single-output device that rear-
ranges the temporal order of a sequence in a one-to-one de-
terministic manner without changing the symbol alphabet. The
input symbol to the permutor at time instant is written to
the output symbol at time instant

(3)

where and is the permutation length.
An important parameter describing the relative positions

of two symbols before and after permutation is the so-called
symbol separation (spreading factor [8]).

Definition 1: A permutation of length is said to have
symbol separation (spreading factor) if it satisfies

(4)

for any where
and is called the input separation and is

called the output separation.

Definition 2: Let be the maximum output separation
for and a given input separation

such that the condition on the output separa-
tion in (4) is satisfied with equality. Then, a separation is called
trivial if

(5)

and nontrivial otherwise.

A permutation having nontrivial separation is denoted as
an -permutation, and the corresponding permutor as an

-permutor. In general, an -permutation can contain
additional randomness unless it is highly structured, such as the
permutation of a block interleaver1 that yields the largest pos-
sible separation for a given size [9]. In the following, we refer
to -permutors (including the well-known semi-random, or
S-random permutors [10], where S is usually given by the min-
imum of and ) and block interleavers, i.e., the class of all per-
mutors providing nontrivial separation, as -type permutors.

The output separation gives a lower bound on the minimum
spacing of any two symbols in the output sequence of the per-
mutor that lie in a window of size in the input sequence to
the permutor. In the following, we introduce a parameter pair
that considers the opposite, namely, an upper bound on the max-
imum spacing of any two symbols in the output sequence that
lie in a window of size in the input sequence.

Definition 3: A permutation of length is said to have
symbol span if it satisfies

(6)

1Generally, a device that realizes a row-column permutation, i.e., a permu-
tation where the input sequence is written row-wise into a matrix and read out
column-wise, is called a block interleaver.
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for any where
and is called the input span and is called

the output span.

Let be a permutation with nontrivial separation . If we
choose the input span in (6), then it follows immediately
that the output span satisfies . If , then

is at least , such that in general a lower bound on the
output span is given by

(7)

for an -permutation (see Fig. 5 in Appendix I). For a per-
mutation with trivial separation (see (5)), .

In the following, we call a permutation that has both a
symbol separation and a symbol span a permuta-
tion having span-separation and an -per-
mutation, respectively, and the corresponding permutor an

-permutor.
From [11], [12], we know that the separation is of particular

interest in the design of SCCCs, since the minimum distance
can be guaranteed to be lower bounded by the product of the
free distances of the component codes, i.e.,
for SCCCs, if the separation of the permutation is sufficiently
large. Now, using a permutation with sufficiently large span-sep-
aration , not only the product distance can be guaran-
teed for an SCCC, but also the size of the window containing
this weight can be bounded. Regarding the concatenation of the
outer and middle encoder of a DSCCC as an SCCC, this fact
enables us to adapt the inner permutor to the output sequence
of the middle encoder, which is essentially determined by the
outer permutor, such that a joint permutor design is possible. In
the following section, such a joint permutor design is presented,
where the inner permutation is adapted to the middle encoder
output sequence in order to obtain a guaranteed minimum dis-
tance equal to the product of the free distance of the inner code
and the minimum distance at the output of the middle encoder.
This quantity, in turn, is lower bounded by the product of the
free distances of the outer and middle codes if the separation of
the outer permutation is chosen to be sufficiently large. Thus, the
overall minimum distance is lower bounded by the product of
the free distances of the outer, middle, and inner convolutional
codes, i.e., for DSCCCs.

B. Minimum-Distance Properties of DSCCCs

To effectively design DSCCCs, the inner permutor must be
adapted to the outer permutor. Also, both permutors should be
adapted to the component encoders, i.e., the outer permutor to
the outer and middle encoder and the inner permutor to the
middle and inner encoder, respectively. To this end, the per-
mutor parameters, namely, the span-separation, are calculated
using specific encoder parameters, in particular, minimum dis-
tances and active distances [13], [14]. To simplify the compu-
tation of the permutor parameters, we use affine lower bounds
on the active distances [15]. Before stating the main result on
the minimum distance of DSCCCs with S-type permutors as a
theorem, we briefly recall the concept of active distances [13],

[14] and affine lower bounds on active distances [15] for convo-
lutional codes.

Consider a convolutional encoder of memory and rate
with encoder state sequence that corresponds

to the sequence of information -tuples and the
sequence of code -tuples , where a particular state
sequence starting at time and ending at time

corresponds to the code sequence . Let

for (8)

denote the set of all encoder state sequences starting at
time in state and ending at time in state without any
transition from the all-zero state to the all-zero state, i.e., such
that the encoder does not stay in the all-zero state for consecutive
time units.2

Definition 4: Consider the convolutional code generated by
a rational generator matrix realized in controller canon-
ical form, where the minimum constraint length of the encoder
is denoted as . Then, with the Hamming weight of a se-
quence denoted by , the th-order active burst distance
is

(9)

where . The th-order active column distance is

(10)

and the th-order active reverse column distance is

(11)

where the minimizations in (10), (11) are over all encoder states
. The th-order active segment distance is

(12)

where the minimization is over all pairs and of encoder
states.

Lower bounds [15] on the active distances are given by the
linear, nondecreasing functions

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

2In [13], a transition from the all-zero state to the all-zero state for nonzero
input weight is allowed in the definition of the encoder state sequence ��� .
However, since we do not need to consider encoders that allow such state tran-
sitions, we omitted these cases and used a simplified definition of the encoder
state sequence ��� in (8).
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Fig. 2. Example of active distances � and their lower bounds � ���.

Here, is the asymptotic (large ) slope of the active distances
and the constants satisfy . From these
bounds, a condition on the time index guaranteeing the ac-
tive distance to be at least , i.e., , denoted as ,
can be easily calculated as

(17)

where for the active burst distance, and
for the active column and reverse column distances, respec-
tively, and for the active segment distance.

In Fig. 2, the active distances and their lower bounds for
the rate convolutional encoder with generator ma-
trix are shown as functions of
. Here, the active burst distance and its lower bound

are shifted by the memory of the encoder, such that
for , and thus ; the other parameters in

Fig. 2 are given by and .
The new joint permutor design for DSCCCs as given in the

following theorem has two main features. First, the outer per-
mutor has a span-separation constraint, i.e., symbols within a
window of size are separated after permutation by sym-
bols such that the middle encoder generates an output weight
that is lower bounded by the product of the free distances of the
outer and middle code, respectively. Assuming that , all
these symbols from the window of size then lie in a window
of size after permutation, and the whole guaranteed output
weight of the middle encoder appears in a window whose size
is a function of . Second, choosing the input separation
of the inner permutor to at least equal this window size, and
choosing the output separation sufficiently large results in an
output weight of the inner encoder that is lower bounded by the
product of the free distances of all three component codes.

Theorem 1: Consider a DSCCC with an outer permutor with
span-separation satisfying

(18)

(19)

(20)

and an inner permutor with separation satisfying

(21)

(22)

Then

(23)

represents a lower bound on the minimum distance of the
DSCCC.

Proof: See Appendix I.

In Theorem 1, a lower bound on the minimum distance given
by the product of the free distances of the component codes is
proven for DSCCCs whose permutors have sufficiently large
span-separation. However, the proof does not give much insight
into the existence or construction of permutors with such param-
eter sets. These particular topics are the subject of the following
section.

III. REALIZATION ASPECTS AND DESIGN TABLES

In Theorem 1, the input separation of the inner permutor
depends on the output span of the outer permutor, so that
all symbols in the corresponding window at the output of the
middle encoder are contained in a window of size . Now, since
we are using an S-type block permutor as the outer permutor, at
least one window of size exists such that symbols from this
window are mapped partly to the beginning and partly to the end
of the output sequence. Hence, choosing the input span
results in an output span that is approximately , the outer
permutor size. The output span itself then implies that the
input separation of the inner permutor must be almost ,
i.e., the inner permutor size. Therefore, the output separation
is approximately one, and (22) cannot be satisfied. Thus, the de-
sign constraints of Theorem 1 cannot be satisfied, at least using
the definitions of symbol separation and span given in Defini-
tions 1 and 3, respectively.

Therefore, in order to satisfy the design constraints of The-
orem 1 that are realizable, Definitions 1 and 3 must be altered.
In the following, we show how this can be achieved and how
permutations satisfying the design constraints of Theorem 1 can
be constructed. In addition, design tables are presented that give
the minimum distance lower bound from (23) resulting from dif-
ferent sets of outer, middle, and inner encoders.

As described previously, the output sequences of S-type block
permutors, especially block interleavers, exhibit a special struc-
ture where all symbols from a relatively small window of size
at the input to the permutor lie either in one window in the output
sequence or in two windows very close to the beginning and
the end of the output sequence. In addition, block interleavers
have the property that these windows are relatively small, due
to the fact that symbols are regularly separated, which results in
a small -separation set [16]. Hence, grouping together the po-
sitions of these symbols at the edges of the permutation results
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in a relatively small window size . To express this property
mathematically, we use the Lee metric, defined as

(24)

to modify the definition of the symbol span as follows.

Definition 5: A permutation of length is said to have
output-tailbiting symbol span if it satisfies

(25)

for any where
.

As a consequence of Definition 5, the output-tailbiting span
can now be restricted to values not larger than , i.e.,

. Therefore, the lower bound on given in (7) does not hold
for arbitrary values of when considering the output-tailbiting
symbol span. However, if is restricted to

(26)

then (7) can also be used to bound the output-tailbiting symbol
span, resulting in

(27)

Since the separation of the outer permutor must be
chosen in such a way that it guarantees a minimum output
weight of at least , and since the component encoders
are terminated by appending a tail, there is no need to calculate

using the Lee metric. Moreover, if the input span
contains all the symbols in the window of size , i.e., ,
then it is sufficient to use the Lee metric only for the calculation
of the output-tailbiting span , as given in Definition 5.

Since the symbol separation of the inner permutor is cal-
culated based on the output-tailbiting span of the outer per-
mutor, the definition of symbol separation for the inner permutor
must also be modified.

Definition 6: A permutation of length is said to have an
input-tailbiting symbol separation if it satisfies

(28)

for any , where
.

Using Definitions 5 and 6 in (21), Theorem 1 still holds with
the same proof. The only difference is that the windows of size

at the input to the middle encoder and at the output of the
middle encoder, respectively, are now considered in a tailbiting
manner.

Example 1: Using Definition 1 for the calculation of the
symbol separation and Definition 5 for the symbol span, we can
construct a block interleaver (see [9]) of size having
a span-separation of

The input span satisfies , i.e.,
inequality (26), and hence a lower bound on the output-tailbiting
span can be calculated using (27), yielding

. Since meets this lower bound, the parameter is
optimal in this case.

In Example 1, we have shown that permutors with large span-
separation exist. However, it is not clear what size a permutor
must be in order to give some specified span-separation. In the
following, we address this issue by giving lower bounds on the
sizes of the outer and inner permutors needed to satisfy The-
orem 1.

First note that the size of a permutor satisfies the bound

(29)

where equality holds for special types of block interleavers,
namely, so-called RlTb- and LrBt-interleavers [9]. Therefore,
the sizes of the inner and outer permutors can be chosen as

(30)

(31)

Moreover, the size of the inner permutor can be calculated from
the size of the outer permutor using

(32)

where the size of the permutors is assumed to be large com-
pared to the termination tail, so that the effect of the termina-
tion tail can be neglected. From Theorem 1, we see that the per-
mutor parameters and depend only on the choice of
the component encoders, i.e., on the free and active distances of
the component encoders. Furthermore, for simplicity, we choose

. Hence, only the output span of the outer permutor
and the input separation of the inner permutor must be calcu-
lated, where is a function of .

From (31) and (32), we obtain

(33)

(34)

where we used (21) in the last step. Then from (27) and the fact
that , we obtain

(35)

and it follows from (32) that

(36)

(37)

where we used in the last step. Finally, (37) im-
plies that the outer permutor satisfies (26) and (27) if ,
which is always true, since we consider only nontrivial permu-
tors. Hence, we have proved the following theorem.
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TABLE I
GUARANTEED MINIMUM DISTANCE OF DSCCCS AND SINGLE SCCCS

Theorem 2: The minimum sizes of the inner and outer per-
mutors required to guarantee a minimum distance for DSCCCs
lower bounded by are given by in (35)
and in (37), respectively.

Example 2: We calculate lower bounds on the sizes of the
outer and inner permutors for a rate DSCCC with
three memory two component encoders with generator matrices

and
(note that these encoders are equiv-

alent, and hence their active distances are all the same and are
given in Fig. 2).3

We computed and from (18), (19),
and (22). From (27), we obtain , and inequalities (36)
and (34) result in and . The overall code
then has a guaranteed minimum distance of .4

We have shown that permutor pairs can be constructed
that satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 1, hence resulting
in a DSCCC whose minimum distance is lower bounded by
the product of the distances of all three component codes.
Furthermore, we have derived lower bounds on the permutor
sizes required to guarantee the minimum distance lower bound.
In Table I, we compare the guaranteed minimum distances of
DSCCCs with permutor pairs jointly designed according to
Theorem 1 to SCCCs with a permutor having a sufficiently
large symbol separation, where both codes have rate .
To calculate the product distances for both codes, we have
chosen a rate allocation of and
in the case of DSCCCs and and in the
case of single SCCCs. The component codes were chosen
as optimum free distance codes (see [14]) for rate
and optimum free distance punctured codes (see [19]) for
higher rates, and the component encoders of the DSCCCs and
single SCCCs all have the same memory . However, the
decoding complexity of DSCCCs is higher than SCCCs, since
three component codes must be decoded during one iteration
and, using the decoding scheme described in [5], the middle
code is decoded twice per iteration. Hence, in order to have a
fairer comparison, we also considered SCCCs with increased

3Throughout the paper, we assume the use of recursive systematic middle
and inner encoders, since they are needed to achieve good iterative decoding
convergence behavior [17].

4We note that, even though the guaranteed minimum distance of ��� in this
case is quite large, the block length of ���� is also large and is, in fact, much
larger than the minimum required block length needed to achieve a distance of
��� that would be predicted from asymptotic ensemble average bounds such
as those presented in [18]. However, we present here a specific construction,
guaranteeing a certain achievable minimum distance, whereas ensemble average
bounds are not constructive.

TABLE II
GUARANTEED MINIMUM DISTANCE OF DSCCCS AND SINGLE SCCCS WITH

MEMORY ONE MIDDLE AND INNER CODES

memory outer codes, i.e., outer code memories of
denoted as SCCC+, SCCC++,

and SCCC+++, respectively. The decoding complexity (on a
normalized decoder-trellis-edge-evaluations/information-bits
basis) of the DSCCC is larger than the SCCC++, but smaller
than the SCCC+++.

In Table II, the guaranteed minimum distances of DSCCCs
and single SCCCs are given, where the middle and inner codes
of the DSCCCs and the inner code of the SCCCs all have
memory one, and only the outer code is varied.

As can be seen from Tables I and II, the guaranteed min-
imum distance of DSCCCs is considerably larger than for
single SCCCs, especially as the memory of the component
codes increases. Moreover, the advantage of DSCCCs over
single SCCCs still remains if the memory of the outer encoder
for single SCCCs is increased.5

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND CODE COMPARISONS

A. DSCCCs and Single SCCCs

As shown in Example 1, block interleavers are possible candi-
dates for constructing DSCCCs with large minimum distances,
since they can have a relatively small output span for mod-
erate input span and output separation . However, block inter-
leavers lead to a poor weight spectrum in serial concatenation,
i.e., large multiplicities of low-weight codewords, resulting in

5Typically, the minimum permutor size required to guarantee the SCCC min-
imum distances in Tables I and II will be smaller than the minimum permutor
sizes needed to guarantee the DSCCC minimum distance. However, these guar-
anteed distances do not grow with permutor size, so for large block lengths, we
expect DSCCCs with S-type permutors to have larger minimum distances than
corresponding SCCCs.
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Fig. 3. Simulated FER performance curves of DSCCCs with different permutors and SCCCs with different permutors and different encoders. (a) DSCCCs with
different permutor pairs. (b) Comparison of DSCCCs with SCCCs.

inferior error performance [10]. Therefore, we consider a com-
bination of a block interleaver with large span-separation as the
outer permutor with an S-random inner permutor having a suffi-
ciently large separation on the one hand and a reduced structure
on the other hand. In this way, the weight spectrum problem at
the output of the middle encoder, i.e., the large low-weight mul-
tiplicities, is significantly improved by the inner permutor, so
that the resulting DSCCC exhibits a large minimum distance as
well as small low-weight multiplicities.

The joint permutor design procedure described above is not
constructive, i.e., an interleaver pair having a certain parameter
set must be found by computer search. Therefore, we have mod-
ified the algorithm presented in [20] for constructing turbo code
permutations to allow us to also construct good
outer permutations for DSCCCs. Moreover, it is possible to
introduce additional randomness, i.e., to reduce the structure,
compared to the permutation of a block interleaver. In this way,
we obtain outer permutors resulting in good distance spectrum
properties at the output of the middle encoder.

Simulated frame error rate (FER) curves for dimension
, rate DSCCCs with outer, middle, and

inner encoders given by
are shown in Fig. 3(a). All encoder outputs are

periodically punctured, the outer and middle encoder to rate
and the inner encoder to rate .

The decoding scheme presented in [5] was used with
iterations.

The FER curves of DSCCCs with the following permutor
pairs are shown:

• the block interleaver from Example 1 as outer permutor
and a block interleaver with as inner
permutor, not jointly designed, denoted as interleaver–in-
terleaver;

• the block interleaver from Example 1 and a random per-
mutor, denoted as interleaver–random;

• the block interleaver from Example 1 with symbol
separation and output-tailbiting symbol span

, as defined in (25), as outer permutor and a
-permutor with input-tailbiting symbol separa-

tion as defined in (28), as inner permutor, denoted as joint
design (outer interleaver);

• a -permutor, where the span was calculated
using the Lee metric, as defined in (25), as outer permutor
and an inner -permutor with input-tailbiting symbol
separation, as defined in (28), of , de-
noted as joint design (outer S-permutor);

• a permutor pair given by an outer random permutor and an
inner random permutor, denoted as random–random.

According to Theorem 1, the joint permutor designs, i.e., both
joint design (outer interleaver) and joint design (outer S-per-
mutor), result in a minimum distance that is lower bounded by
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the product of the free distances of all the component codes, i.e.,
. Compared to that, the guaranteed minimum distance

of the DSCCCs with an outer block interleaver and an inner
random permutor is given by , and for outer and inner
random permutors the minimum distance is lower bounded by

.
Two main effects can be seen from the FER curves shown

Fig. 3(a). First, the new design leads to significant improvement
in the error floor region of the FER curves due to the increased
minimum distance. Second, the “joint randomness” of the outer
and inner permutor makes a significant difference in the iterative
decoder’s ability to converge. When using block interleavers as
both outer and inner permutors, the losses in the waterfall region
due to the inherent structure of the permutors, resulting in large
multiplicities of low-weight codewords compared to the other
designs, are severe. Compared to this interleaver–interleaver
design, a considerable reduction in the waterfall region losses
can be achieved by replacing the inner block interleaver with a
permutor that is less structured. As can be seen from Fig. 3(a),
also adding randomness to the outer permutor leads to only a
small additional improvement in the waterfall region, i.e., about
0.1 dB in this case.

In Fig. 3(b), a performance comparison between DSCCCs
with the new permutor design and SCCCs is shown, where
all codes have dimension . The outer encoder of
the SCCC has generator matrix in
one case and in the
other case, i.e., for the SCCC+, and the inner encoder is the
recursive memory component encoder punctured to
rate . In each case, both random permutors and de-
signed -permutors are employed. Due to the increased
minimum distance, the DSCCC considerably outperforms the
SCCCs—except for the SCCC with the memory outer
encoder and a designed -permutor—in the error floor.6

B. DRACS—A Special Type of DSCCCs

Compared to the DSCCCs depicted in Fig. 1, GRACs are gen-
erated by restricting the choice of the middle and inner encoders
to the generator matrices . For
DRACs [3], a repetition code is used as outer code. In addition,
following [21], DRACs can be designed as so-called irregular
DRACs (IDRACs), where the outer repetition code is replaced
by a bank of parallel repetition codes of different rates. In both
cases, i.e., DRACs and IDRACs, single or conventional SCCCs,
i.e., so-called repeat accumulate codes (RACs) and irregular re-
peat accumulate codes (IRACs), exist that consist of the outer
two parts of the DRACs and IDRACs without the inner permutor
and inner encoder.

Let be the reciprocal of the maximum rate of the parallel
repetition codes in the case of the (I)DRAC and the free distance

6Since the SCCC+ with a designed permutor is already superior to the
DSCCC with respect to the guaranteed minimum distance according to Table I,
and it exhibits no discernible error floor, no error floor would be expected
either for the SCCC++ and the SCCC+++ in the FER range shown in Fig. 3(b).
Moreover, the waterfall performance of the SCCC++ and the SCCC+++ would
be worse than that of the SCCC+.

Fig. 4. Comparison of DSCCCs with DRACs and RACs.

of the outer convolutional code in case of the GRAC. Then the
minimum distance of the overall code is lower bounded by

(38)

for random permutors (see [4]) and

(39)

for the design of Theorem 1. For (I)RACs, the corresponding
bounds on the minimum distance are given by

(40)

and

(41)

where, in the latter case, the permutor must provide sufficiently
large separation . (Note that (I)DRACs have better dis-
tance spectrum properties than (I)RACs, although the guaran-
teed minimum distance for random permutors is significantly
smaller (see [4])).

In Fig. 4, simulated FER curves for the following codes are
shown: a DSCCC with parameters as described in Section IV-A
and a joint permutor design, i.e., an outer -per-
mutor with output-tailbiting symbol span given by (25) and an
inner -permutor with input-tailbiting symbol separa-
tion given by (28), a DRAC with an outer repetition code of rate

along with outer and inner random permutors, and
a RAC with an outer repetition code of rate and a
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Fig. 5. Illustration of essential joint permutor design characteristics.

random permutor. In the case of the DSCCC, decoding
iterations were used, while for the DRAC and RAC, the number
of decoding iterations was chosen to be larger, i.e., .7

As can be seen from Fig. 4, with the new permutor design the
DSCCC combines the advantages of the DRAC and RAC—its
performance in the waterfall region is comparable to that of the
RAC and its error floor performance is comparable to that of the
DRAC. However, the gains in the waterfall region may decrease
when considering IDRACs with optimized degree distributions.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a new permutor parameter,
the so-called symbol span, and applied it to joint permutor de-
sign for DSCCCs. The new parameter enables us to adapt the
design of the inner permutor to the outer permutor in such a way
that the corresponding permutor design for conventional SCCCs
can be generalized. A lower bound on the minimum distance,
given by the product of the free distances of all three component
codes of DSCCCs with jointly designed permutors was derived.
A performance comparison with SCCCs, DRACs, and RACs
showed that DSCCCs with jointly designed permutors combine
the advantages of good performance in the waterfall region and
low error floors resulting from the new joint permutor design.

APPENDIX I
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

The proof of Theorem 1 is similar to the proof of the cor-
responding lower bound on the minimum distance of single
SCCCs presented in [11] (see also [15] and [22]). However, for
the sake of completeness and in order to highlight the structure
of the new permutor design, we give a self-contained proof of
Theorem 1 here. First, we briefly summarize a preliminary re-
sult in the following lemma.

7We chose the number of decoding iterations for the different schemes so
that the decoding complexity (total number of computations) would be approxi-
mately the same. Also, a sufficient number of decoding iterations was chosen in
each case so that further iterations would only marginally improve performance.

Lemma 1: Consider an input sequence to a terminated re-
cursive convolutional encoder of rate with weight at
least , i.e., , where at least “ ’s” have a spacing of
at least , i.e., their preceding and succeeding “ ’s”
are at least positions away. Then

(42)

lower bounds the weight of the output sequence .
Proof: Let the output sequence consist of so-called

bursts (according to the definition of the active burst distance
(9)), i.e., segments, where the corresponding encoder state se-
quence starts in the all-zero state and ends in the all-zero state
without a transition from the all-zero state to the all-zero state
in between. Since the encoder is recursive, every burst con-
sists of at least two input “ ’s,” and every input “ ” belongs
to some burst. Each of these bursts consists of exactly

with , input “ ’s” belonging to the at least
input “ ’s” that have a spacing of at least , so that

. Clearly, for bursts that contain only one of the
input “ ’s” (and at least one other input “ ” not belonging to

the input “ ’s”), i.e., satisfying , the output weight is
at least . For all other bursts, i.e., those satisfying ,
the output weight is calculated using the active burst distance.
Since the input “ ’s” from these bursts have a spacing of at
least and , it is guaranteed that each of the
input “ ’s” results in an output weight of at least . Hence,
summing up the output weights of all bursts, we obtain

which lower-bounds the overall weight of the output sequence
as given by inequality (42), and the proof is complete.

Using Lemma 1, we now give the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1: The choice of in (18) guarantees
that, if the outer encoder generates weight, at least one window
of size exists that contains at least “ ’s.” After the
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outer permutation, these “ ’s” then have a spacing of at least
(see (19)), so that Lemma 1 can be applied,

yielding an output weight for the middle encoder that is at least
. Due to the choice of in (20), all the “ ’s”

from the window of size , after permutation, lie in a window
of size , and hence, after encoding by the middle encoder, a
window of size given by (21) exists that contains a weight
of at least . Here, the span is chosen such that all
“ ’s” from the original window of size (and the “ ’s” in be-
tween, after encoding) are included, plus an additional tail, guar-
anteeing that a weight not smaller than is included for the
last of the original “ ’s.” Since in (22) satisfies the condition
of Lemma 1, the output weight of the inner encoder can also be
lower bounded using Lemma 1, yielding (23), which completes
the proof.

In Fig. 5, the characteristics of the joint permutor design es-
sential for understanding the proof of Theorem 1 are illustrated.
As can be seen, all symbols in a window of size in
the sequence are separated by at least symbols in the se-
quence and lie in a window of size . At the output of the
middle encoder, i.e., in the sequence , these symbols lie in
a window of size and are separated after permutation, i.e., in
the sequence , by at least .
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